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INSTRUCTED TODOSO.

This round consists of 8 questions. You will have 30 minutes to complete the round. Each
question is not worth the same number of points. Questions answered correctly by fewer
competitors will be weighted more heavily. Please write your answers in a reasonably simplified
form.



1 Find the greatest common divisor of 202 − 192 and 2 + 0 + 1 + 9.

Proposed by Steven Qu

Solution. 3

We can compute 202 − 192 = 39, and 2 + 0 + 1 + 9 = 12. 3 is a factor of both.

2 On Jupiter, a day is 10 hours long. Jim is a strange animal on Jupiter who eats a rock
every 3 hours. Exactly at midnight, Jim eats a rock. How many hours will pass before
he eats again at midnight?

Proposed by Ambrose Yang

Solution. 30

Listing out the times he eats, we have 0, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8, 1, 4, 7, 0. Thus, 30 hours
pass between two consecutive times he eats a rock at midnight.

3 Danielle has a 2-digit number. The number is a perfect square, and the sum of its digits
is 9. Find the sum of all possible values of Danielle’s number.

Proposed by Daniel Zhu

Solution. 117

Since the sum of the digits of Danielle’s number is 9, it must be a multiple of 9. Her
only possible numbers are 36 and 81, which sum to 117 .

4 What is the remainder when 20172 + 20182 + 20192 + 20202 + 20212 is divided by 5?

Proposed by Jacob Stavrianos

Solution. 0

Since 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 are consecutive numbers, they contain each value
mod 5 exactly once. Thus, we can instead compute 02 + 12 + 22 + 32 + 42 mod 5, which
we evaluate to be 0 .

5 We call a year summable if there exists some day during the year such that the sum of
the month and the day equals the last two digits of the year. Find the first year after
2018 that is not summable.

Proposed by Ambrose Yang

Solution. 2044

We note that the greatest sum of the month and day of some day during the year is
12 + 31 = 43 and that all integers between 19 and 43 can be expressed as the sum of
a month value and a day value. Thus, 2044 is the first year after 2018 that is not
summable.



6 Find the largest multiple of 4 that has fewer than six positive integer factors.

Proposed by Haydn Gwyn

Solution. 16

We first claim that the answer is a power of two. If not, then it would have some other
prime factor p. The means that it has factors 1, 2, 4, p, 2p, and 4p, which is already
six factors. As such, we simply look at the powers of two: 4, 8, 16, 32, etc. We note
that 4 has three factors, 8 has four factors, 16 has five factors, and 32 has six factors.
Also, every power of two above 32 has at least six factors (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32), so our
answer is 16 .

7 Define a real number x to be imbalanced if its decimal expansion is infinite and, in
the decimal expansion of x, all but a finite number of digits have the same nonzero
value. For instance, 0.123 is not imbalanced since its decimal expansion is finite. What
is the smallest n such that, for all real numbers x, at least one of x, 2x, . . . , nx is not
imbalanced?

Proposed by Jacob Stavrianos

Solution. 9

We note that, if x is imbalanced, then there exists some m ∈ Z such that all digits after
the 10m digit have the same value k. Thus, we can express x as xt + k

9 10m, where xt is
x truncated after the 10m digit.

From here, we get nx = nxt + nk
9 10m. If nk

9 is an integer, than nx is finitely ter-
minating, which means it can’t be imbalanced. Thus, we get n = 9 is an upper bound;
we get an exact bound by noting that x = 1

9 requires n = 9.

8 The number 1
2310 can be written in the form 1

a
− 1

b
, where a and b are positive integers

and a + b is as small as possible. Find b− a.

Proposed by Haydn Gwyn

Solution. 5

From the equation 1
2310 = 1

a
− 1

b
, we get (a− 2310)(b + 2310) = −23102 through some

algebra and Simon’s Favorite Factoring Trick. Since we want to minimize a + b, we also
want to minimize (a−2310)+(b+2310). Moreover, these 2 terms multiply to some fixed
number. Therefore, we want to find 2 numbers j, k with very close magnitudes such
that jk = −23102. The best way to do this is set j = 2310, k = 2310, and then multiply
j by 21

22 and multiply k by 22
21 . Now, we have j = 2205, k = 2420, so a = 105, b = 110.

Therefore, b− a = 5 .


